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The latest addition to PelicanÃ¯Â¿Â½s coastal charts series features full-color NOAA nautical charts

for the waters from the Port of Miami to the Dry Tortugas. Beautifully produced with hard covers and

a flexible spiral binding, these maps are sturdy and easy to use. Focusing on two routes to the

Florida Keys--the inside route via the Intracoastal Waterway or the offshore option through Hawk

Channel-- Coastal Charts for Cruising the Florida Keys uses easy-to-read symbols to clearly mark

anchorages, marinas, fueling stations, bridges, depth soundings, restaurants, historical sites, and

other important bits of information for boaters.Coastal Charts for Cruising the Florida Keys are

effective when used alone or as a companion to the new Cruising the Florida Keys (pb original) by

Claiborne Young and Morgan Stinemetz. Every site and symbol noted in the chart book

iscross-referenced to the corresponding page in the cruising guide, so boaters can access more

information instantly.
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The charts flowed from page to page without any organization or design. There was no overall

master chart showing the page number for the individual charts.Save your money, these aren't as

good as the free charts the marinas give out.Kind of a disappointment. Produced on good water

proof paper with good binding, these could have been a real asset if a little more thought had been

given.



Instead of buying dozens of charts, this book has them all spiral bound in one volume. This is the

best resource for anyone boating in the Keys. Charts of different scales make trip overview and

on-the-water navigation easy with one book, instead of digging through a box of charts. Page

navigation within the book is not bad, and the full-colour charts are very detailed and have all the

information you need. I would recommend this book to anyone boating or fishing in the Keys. It even

has charts of Key Biscayne and the southern Everglades all the way out to Dry Tortugas!

I thought the scale was not correct for anything more than early, general planning of a trip. I

returned the book of charts.

As expected, charts could be better.

seems good we will find out next week.
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